
Autodesk®Architectural Desktop
drive pays dividends.
By using Autodesk®Architectural Desktop, Hunter &
Partners has established a name for designing education,
residential and health sector buildings.

Innovation and enterprise can be found in the
most unlikely of places. For example, in a
converted barn in the small Sussex village of
Barnham near Chichester, architects Hunter &
Partners are blazing a trail in the design of
education and health sector buildings across
the UK using Autodesk Architectural Desktop
(ADT).

Hunter & Partners has other offices in London
and throughout the Far East with their London
office standardising on ADT software.

The Chichester office’s drive to adopt ADT has
enabled the firm to carve a name for itself in
the specialist sectors of education and
healthcare. As IT manager Andy Wiggins
explains, "ADT has helped us meet the tight
time deadlines of tendering for projects,
particularly in the PFI sector."

Hunter & Partners in Chichester has always
offered a full package service. At first it used a
combination of AutoCAD® and AEC, but found
the latter cumbersome and decided not to
upgrade when the time came. 

Autodesk reseller Adris introduced Andy
Wiggins and the team to ADT – a new version
had just been released which offered enhanced

functionality and was very user-friendly. “It
was obvious it would allow us to do many
things that we couldn’t do in AEC, at least not
without a lot of hassle. For example, putting
windows and gable ends into walls and getting
walls to project to roofs.

“We had been using AutoCAD to do some 3D
modelling and this was something we wanted
to do more of. The practice is involved with
large buildings, and plain AutoCAD didn’t
quite have the tools to make a worthwhile
impact.”

The crunch came when the team needed a
quick three-month turnaround on a particular
PFI project for a large grouped schools
package. “By this time we had decided to
invest in ADT, but we hadn’t used any of the
desktop functions. We decided to knuckle
down and to teach ourselves the basics and
then invest in a wider rollout of training.”

It soon became apparent that by using ADT to
standardise certain components Hunter &
Partners could design in "a fraction of the
time" than it had taken them before.

Andy Wiggins explains that bidding for PFI
projects demands a big time investment.

“ADT has helped us meet the tight time dead-
lines of tendering for projects, particularly in
the PFI sector.”

Andy Wiggins
IT Manager
Hunter & Partners
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“Yes, you do typically get your basic costs paid,
but you tend to put in a lot more additional
work as the prize at the end can be significant.
Therefore, there is quite a lot of risk. Anything
that enables us to work more efficiently is a
good business proposition.”

In Hunter & Partners’ case the risk has often
paid off. Having worked with Essex, West
Sussex, Hampshire, Worcestershire and now
Surrey County Councils, they have amassed
more than £150 million worth of work in the
public sector over the last seven years, and
have established themselves as a name to
contend with in the education arena.

They have also recently won a Local Initiative
Finance Trust (LIFT) project for a health centre
and doctor’s surgery in East Oxford. "We relied
on ADT quite heavily," says Andy Wiggins,
"producing 3D images and plans, developing
the basic model in ADT and then using
Autodesk® VIZ to create the visualisations for
presentation work.

“Much of our work now is automated, taking a
fraction of what it used to. This means we can
be a lot more ambitious in the work we go for.
If we were still working in just AutoCAD we
wouldn’t have achieved such success in the
timescales. We’d have had to pick and choose
the projects we bid for or have used more
people for each tender, taking them off other
projects.”

The success of Hunter & Partners’ Chichester
office has led to a move for more cross-working
between the offices. With this in mind the
London office is now also working with ADT.

"There was a time when we were looking at
Microstation or Vectorworks, but we certainly
wouldn’t want to switch now because ADT has
proved that it can save us so much time," says
Andy Wiggins.

In order to standardise on ADT, teams from
both locations have been working with Adris.
Charles deVoil of Adris explains that they have
been benchmarking skills among the teams
and giving tailored training, depending on
existing knowledge.

“Our training has concentrated on achieving
specific productivity gains,” says deVoil. "This
bespoke approach is so much more effective
than a standard “out of the box” approach.”

As a result Hunter & Partners’ offices are now
learning how to make the most of ADT. So
what would Andy Wiggins advice be to any
similar practice considering standardising on
the software?

“It takes two or three people to believe in the
technology and drive the migration along. If
people think that their current solution works
for them, they may be reluctant to change.

“But making that initial move can pay
dividends – as Hunter & Partners’ experience
proves.”

Using Architectural Desktop, Hunter &
Partners has established itself as a name to
contend with in the education arena.
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